
Squirrels are really quite sneaky! They’ll often pretend to bury their food 
in a fake location to fool onlookers and potential thieves. Then they sneak 
off and bury the stash in a safe place to snack on later. Very clever!!

Rats are surprisingly clean, and groom themselves often. They’re ticklish like 
human beings, and project a sound similar to laughter when they’re happy. 
They don’t have tonsils, but have cute little belly buttons. Who knew?!!?

Skunks aren’t very fussy eaters, but they do have some all-time favorites. 
They love to dine on a menu of beetles, grasshoppers, grubs, and worms. 
(Yuck!) But they also like mushrooms and fruits and berries. (Yum!!)

Fabric is a material made from fibers. We use it to make clothing, shoes, 
bags, bed sheets, pillows, and of course . . . adorable toys. It can be thick or 
thin, rough or smooth, and it comes in a trillion colors and patterns. Cool!!!

Chess is a board game for two players. It’s a challenge for your brain to 
make sensible moves, to recognize patterns, make goal-oriented decisions, 
and a great test for your memory. You’ll need a thinking cap for this one!

Inchworms aren’t worms at all! What?! Nope, they’re tiny caterpillars with 
legs on both ends of their body, but none in the middle. This makes them 

arch their back when they make a move . . . one inch at a time. Too cute!!

Fireflies are also called lightning bugs or glowworms. They have special 
cells that allow them to exude a light that shines near the end of their 
abdomen. Interestingly, every firefly flashes in their own unique way.

Bunnies are smart! If you have one as a pet, they can learn to come when 
you call their name. A happy bunny can do what they call “BINKY”, in 
which they jump up in the air, twist, and spin around. I’m gonna try that!!

Owls have THREE eyelids. Crazy!! One is for blinking, one is for sleeping, 
and one is for keeping their eyes clean. Many owls have eyelashes too. 
They help with perception . . . much the same way Lilly the Lash does!
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